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Acoustic signals serve important functions in mate choice, resource defense, and species recognition. Quantifying patterns and sources of variation in acoustic signals can advance understanding of
the evolutionary processes that shape behavioral diversity more broadly. Animal vocalization datasets are inherently multivariate and hierarchical, wherein multiple features are estimated from calls
of many individuals across different recording locations. Patterns of variation within different hierarchical levels—notwithstanding the challenges they present for modeling and inference—can provide insight into processes shaping vocal variation. The current work presents a multivariate,
variance components model to investigate three levels of variance (within-female, between-female,
and between-site) in Bornean gibbon calls. For six of the eight features estimated from call spectrograms, between-female variance was the most important contributor to total variance. For one feature, trill rate, there were site-level differences, which may be related to geographic isolation of
certain gibbon populations. There was also a negative relationship between trill rate and duration of
the introduction, suggesting trade-offs in the production of gibbon calls. Given substantial interindividual variation in gibbon calls, it seems likely that there has been selection to confer information regarding caller identity, but mechanisms leading to site-level variation in trill rate remain to
C 2018 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5049578
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantifying the sources of variation in animal vocalizations is of broad interest to ecologists and evolutionary biologists, due to the important role vocalizations play in a
diverse set of biological and behavioral processes such as
mate choice, resource defense, and species recognition
(Wilkins et al., 2012). Animal vocal communication systems
are ideal for testing hypotheses related to the evolution and
maintenance of behavioral diversity, as acoustic data are
often easier to collect that other types of behavioral data.
Like other types of behavioral data, acoustic signals may
vary across sites or populations, individuals may exhibit distinct call features, and signals may vary across different temporal scales or in response to different social conditions.
Understanding how call features vary across sites, individuals and contexts is a crucial first step for testing hypotheses
related to the evolution of call diversity.
Geographic variation in vocalizations has been documented across a wide range of taxa including birds (greenish
warblers, Phylloscopus trochiloides, Irwin et al., 2008;
Amazon parrots, Amazona auropalliata, Wright et al., 2001),
bats (greater horseshoe bats, Rhinolophus ferrumequinum,
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Sun et al., 2013), and mice (e.g., singing mice, Scotinomys
teguina, Campbell et al., 2010). In non-human primates, evidence for geographic variation in vocalizations has been
found in tarsiers (Tarsius tarsier; Burton and Nietsch, 2010),
pygmy marmosets (Cebuella pygmaea; de la Torre and
Snowdon, 2009), Thomas langurs (Presbytis thomasi; Wich
et al., 2008), gibbons (Hylobates spp.; Dallmann and
Geissmann, 2009; Heller et al., 2010), orangutans (Pongo
spp.; Delgado, 2007), and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes;
Mitani et al., 1999). Differences in ecology may lead to substantial variation in acoustic parameters between geographically distinct populations (the acoustic adaptation hypothesis;
Morton, 1975), but such patterns can also arise through the
accumulation of random changes in call structure over time
(i.e., behavioral drift, Yurk et al., 2002). Directional and random evolutionary processes need not be mutually exclusive. It
is reasonable to predict that certain aspects of calls, such as
the spectral properties or note repetition rate, will be influenced by the environment (Boncoraglio and Saino, 2007). For
example, forest habitats have greater reverberation than open
habitats, and higher frequencies attenuate more quickly in forested environments (Marten and Marler, 1977), which may
select for calls with fewer repeated elements and lower frequencies. Other aspects of the calls, such as note duration or
sequential order of call types, may be more influenced by drift
(e.g., Slabbekoorn and Smith, 2002).
In addition to population-level variation in call structure, substantial between-individual variation is expected
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when calls transmit information regarding individual identity
(Tibbetts and Dale, 2007). Vocal individuality has been
documented in a variety of nonhuman primates, including
mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus; Leliveld et al., 2011),
ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta; Macedonia, 1986), tarsiers
 akova-Petrů et al., 2012), squirrel
(Tarsius syrichta; Reh
monkeys (Saimiri sciureus; Symmes et al., 1979), baboons
(Papio cynocephalus; Fischer et al., 2002; Semple, 2001),
Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata; Ceugniet and Izumi,
2004), gibbons (Hylobates spp.; Haimoff and Gittins, 1985;
Haimoff and Tilson, 1985; Dallmann and Geissmann, 2009;
Terleph et al., 2015; Clink et al., 2017a), orangutans (Pongo
pygmaeus; Lameira and Wich, 2008), gorillas (Gorilla
gorilla; Salmi et al., 2014), and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; Mitani et al., 1996). Indeed, most vocal animals that
have been examined exhibit vocal individuality, and there is
evidence via playback experiments that primates can distinguish between individuals solely on the basis of their vocalizations (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1980, 1999; Rendall et al.,
1996). Importantly, strong patterns of variation at the
individual-level do not preclude variation at other levels,
such as between-population or between-site variation
(Tibbetts and Dale, 2007).
Studies of animal vocalizations generally result in data
with a hierarchical structure, wherein there are replicate calls
from multiple individuals, often from multiple populations
or sites (Mundry and Sommer, 2007). This produces nested
clusters of calls that, despite being statistically nonindependent, can reveal important sources of variation
(Merlo et al., 2005). Pairs of features (such as note duration
and frequency) within a call may also exhibit nonindependence, and patterns of variation and co-variation
within and among clusters may hint at underlying ecological
and evolutionary processes. While vocalizations are generally considered to be more plastic than many other phenotypic traits, they are still constrained by genetic variation
and mechanical limits of sound production (Podos et al.,
2004). For example, there has been substantial interest in the
trade-off between trill rate and bandwidth of trill notes in
bird song (Ballentine et al., 2004; Illes et al., 2006; Podos,
1997; Wilson et al., 2014). This tradeoff is also present in
Bornean gibbon female great calls (Clink et al., 2018), and
in male lar gibbons (Hylobates lar) where the trill phrases of
the male coda are restricted in their frequency range relative
to other parts of the coda (Terleph et al., 2018). It has been
proposed that calls having both high trill rate and bandwidth
are costly to produce, and that individuals better able to produce these costly calls may be higher quality mates (Illes
et al., 2006; Podos, 2016). Therefore, investigating the
coevolution of—and tradeoffs among—call features has
important implications for understanding the mechanisms
and limitations of call production, as well as permitting
assessment of the information conferred to conspecifics
about caller quality.
Here, we use the Bornean gibbon (Hylobates muelleri)
as a model to investigate three levels of variance (withinfemale, between-female and between-site) in features estimated from spectrograms of gibbon calls recorded in Sabah,
Malaysia. Gibbons calls are largely inherited (Brockelman
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 144 (2), August 2018

and Schilling, 1984; Geissmann, 1984) and do not require a
substantial learning component—but see Koda et al.
(2013)—which means that they may be more appropriate
models for understanding the evolutionary sources of variation in vocal behavior, relative to vocal learners such as
songbirds. Similar to most studies of variation in animal
vocalizations, our data exhibited a multi-level, multivariate
structure because we estimated multiple features from each
call and analyzed replicate calls from multiple females at
multiple sites. To understand how variance in call features
was partitioned at each level, as well as to investigate the
covariance among features, we developed a Bayesian multivariate, variance components model. We estimated intraclass
correlation coefficients for eight features based on posterior
samples generated by a Hamiltonian Markov-chain Monte
Carlo method, allowing us to make inferences regarding variance partitioning at each level (Merlo et al., 2005). We also
estimated correlation matrices for features at each of our
three levels of analysis, which provide insight into possible
tradeoffs inherent to gibbon call production. The benefits of
our approach include the ability to estimate variance, along
with uncertainty, of each call feature for each level of analysis, while simultaneously investigating correlations among
call features across each level.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Study subjects and data collection

D.J.C. collected recordings from unhabituated gibbons
at seven sites across Sabah, Malaysia during multiple field
seasons from January 2013 to September 2016 (map shown
in Fig. 1; site information listed in Table I). We recorded
vocalizations at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16-bit size
using a Marantz PMD 660 flash recorder (Marantz,
Kawasaki, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan) equipped with a
Røde NTG-2 directional condenser microphone (Røde
Microphones, Sydney, Australia). To augment data collection, we used a Roland CUBE Street EX 4-Channel 50-W
Battery Powered Amplifier (Roland Corporation, Osaka,

FIG. 1. (Color online) Map of seven recording locations in Sabah, Malaysia.
Clink et al.
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TABLE I. Site name, forest type, location, number of females, and number of calls from each site used for analysis.
Site
Crocker Range National Park
Deramakot Forest Reserve
Danum Valley Conservation Area
Imbak Canyon Conservation Area
Lower Kinabatangan Wildlife Sanctuary
Maliau Basin Conservation Area
Kalabakan Forest Reserve

Forest type

Latitude

Longitude

Number of females

Number of calls

Montane, pristine
Lowland, reduced impact logging
Lowland, pristine
Lowland, pristine
Riverine, logged
Lowland, pristine
Lowland, logged

5.2934
5.3322
4.5752
5.0662
5.4978
4.4528
4.4224

116.01360
117.40666
117.47651
117.02557
118.17861
116.53899
117.35560
Total

1
9
14
11
2
5
33
75

7
119
164
159
5
62
368
884

Osaka Prefecture, Japan) to broadcast a recorded duet in
assumed territories of gibbon groups. We considered recordings made more than 500 m apart to be from separate individuals, following territorial width estimates made by
Brockelman and Srikosamatara (1993). In addition, we used
group composition, along with unique calling behaviors that
were detectable by a human observer (such as long calling
bouts or distinct male contributions), to further differentiate
between groups recorded in close proximity. In some cases,
we had repeat recordings at the same recording location but
on different days. We did not include these calls in our analysis since we could not be certain that we re-recorded the
same group that we had recorded during the previous recording session.
Previously, we found that there were no quantitative differences in our results when we analyzed only calls collected
during playbacks, compared to when we pooled calls collected during playbacks with those collected during spontaneous duetting (Clink et al., 2017a). Therefore, we pooled
calls in the same way for the present analysis. Moreover, we
have no a priori reasons to predict that calls would vary by
season because, although the forests of northern Borneo
exhibit some temporal fluctuations in plant phenology and
weather (Walsh and Newbery, 1999), they are aseasonal.
Clink et al. (2017a) found that their results did not change
when female great calls were combined across seasons, versus when great calls were restricted to only one season. This
suggests that combining calls over all field recording seasons
is appropriate for the present analysis.
B. Acoustic analysis

The choice of features to use in analyses of animal vocalizations is highly subjective, and can range from many features (58 features; Oyakawa et al., 2007) to relatively few (12
features; Haimoff and Gittins, 1985). Generally, the inclusion
of a higher number of features does not provide more meaningful information regarding variation in gibbon calls (Heller
et al., 2010). To estimate call features in the present study we
created spectrograms using the RAVEN PRO 1.5 sound analysis
software (Cornell Lab of Ornithology Bioacoustics Research
Program, Ithaca, New York) with a 512-point (11.6 ms) Hann
window (3 dB bandwidth ¼ 124 Hz), with 75% overlap, and a
1024-point discrete Fourier transform, yielding time and frequency measurement precision of 2.9 ms and 43.1 Hz. We
then used the band-limited energy detector in RAVEN PRO to
identify individual notes from each great call and used the
700
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selection tables feature to estimate minimum frequency, maximum frequency, bandwidth, and duration for each note in the
great call. Since most discriminative and modeling tasks
require call feature vectors to have the same number of features, we further reduced our original dataset to 30 features
estimated from the spectrogram—including minimum frequency, maximum frequency, bandwidth and duration of the
first six introductory notes (duration greater than 0.135 s),
along with total duration of each call and its various components. To estimate frequency, we used the robust measurements in RAVEN PRO, which are calculated based on the energy
of the selected call segment, and are less sensitive to observer
variability (Rice et al., 2014); values reported here are 95%
frequency (Charif et al., 2008), therefore the actual maximum
frequencies of gibbon calls are slightly higher. To estimate
note duration, we used the delta time feature in RAVEN PRO. For
our “rest duration” feature we summed the durations of pauses
between the longer notes (greater than 0.135 s). We defined
the trill as the portion of the call containing notes of less than
0.135 s (Clink et al., 2017a), and calculated both the duration
of the portion of the great call with notes longer than 0.135 s
(the introductory duration) and the duration of the trill portion
of the call.
We chose eight features from the original set of 30 features for subsequent modeling, based on the following reasoning. A trace plot of the singular values of the 30-feature
dataset (Fig. 2) suggests that its actual dimension is considerably less than 30, and that an analysis based on 5 to 10 features would be appropriate. Furthermore, reducing the
number of features is practical from a computational view:
in contrast to discriminant analysis, the multivariate modeling contemplated here is computationally intensive. We first
eliminated any feature from the initial set of 30 that was
derived by calculation from one or more other features. For
example, we did not include a note’s minimum frequency
along with its maximum frequency and bandwidth, since
minimum frequency is the difference between the latter features. Second, we eliminated features that were highly correlated with other features, based on visual inspection of a
pairwise scatterplot matrix. The removal of features associated with later introductory notes (beyond introductory note
2) was a practical way to reduce dimension: this permitted
the study of correlations between the successive notes 1 and
2, yet eliminated features of later introductory notes that
were relatively redundant with those of the first two introductory notes, based on pairwise scatter plots. The final set
Clink et al.

TABLE II. Description of features extracted from spectrograms of Bornean
gibbon female great calls.
Feature

FIG. 2. Trace-plot of singular values, obtained from a singular value decomposition of the 30-feature dataset. The singular values are ordered from largest to smallest, and correspond to latent dimensions of the dataset in order of
each dimension’s support. A well-supported dimension of variation is indicated by the first large singular value. Diminishing returns of support are
apparent between the fifth and tenth singular values.

of eight features was selected prior to any modeling. A representative spectrogram of a Bornean gibbon female great
call is shown in Fig. 3, and features used in the present analysis are summarized in Table II.
C. Statistical analysis

Our data included three sources of variance: withinfemale, between-female, and between-site. Covariances
between features are associated with each of these sources,
for example the covariance between the duration and frequency of note 1 within a call, and so on. We assumed that
these three sources of variance were independent and additive. All features are by definition positive and can therefore
be log-transformed to stabilize variance, symmetrize feature
distributions and scale different features compatibly. After
log-transformation, we mean-centered the observations.
Because variance components reflect deviations from the
mean, mean-centering causes no loss of information, yet
reduces the computational burden (Hofmann and Gavin,

Description

Note 1 duration (s)

Duration (s) of
the first note

Note 1 maximum
frequency (Hz)

95% of the maximum
frequency of the first note

Note 2 duration (s)

Duration (s) of the second note

Note 2 maximum
frequency (Hz)

95% of the maximum
frequency of the second note

Rest duration (s)

Duration (s) of the resting
period between the first
five introductory notes

Intro duration (s)

Duration (s) of the portion
of the call with notes longer than 0.135 s

Trill duration (s)

Duration (s) of the portion of
the call with notes shorter than 0.135 s

Trill rate (notes
per unit time)

Ratio of the number of notes
in the trill over the total duration of the trill.

1998). The statistical challenges posed by a multivariate,
hierarchical dataset led us to fit models using the computational Bayesian program Stan, implemented in the “RSTAN”
package of the R programming environment (Guo et al.,
2016). Prior distributions for parameters—described below
as part of model specification—play a stabilizing role in
parameter estimation, and are a primary reason that computational Bayesian approaches are attractive for highdimensional, structured data (Annis et al., 2017; Gelman
et al., 2014; Gelman and Shirley, 2011).
D. Model design

We defined our model for call c, female f, site s as
ys;f ;c ¼ as þ bf þ es;f ;c ;

(1)

where y is the log-transformed feature vector, a is a sitespecific random intercept, b is a female-specific random
intercept, and e is a call-specific error term. The additive

FIG. 3. (Color online) Representative
spectrogram of a Bornean female great
call along with features estimated from
the spectrogram. The “rest duration”
feature is not shown here, but is the
sum of the duration of pauses in
between the first five introductory
notes. Spectrogram was created using
the “seewave” package in the R programming environment using the
default window and FFT size settings
(R Development Core Team, 2017;
Sueur et al., 2008). Background noise
and harmonics were also removed.
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terms a, b, and e, correspond, respectively, to between-site,
between-female, and within-female sources of variance.
Variance/covariance matrices at each of the three levels
measure the variability in each feature as well as the covariance among features. The variance/covariance matrices for
a, b, and e are defined, respectively, as Ra, Rb, and Re and
are assumed to be unstructured.
We carried out early computing experiments using multivariate Gaussian distributions for a, b, and e, but we found that
Gaussian models fit our data poorly (see details below). The
lack of fit came from over-dispersion in the observations so we
chose a multivariate-t distribution, which allows for additional
probability far from the mean of the observations, for each of
the three additive terms (Roth, 2013). Variance/covariance
matrices Ra, Rb, and Re derived from multivariate-t distributions have the formulas Ra ¼  aUa/( a – 2), Rb ¼  bUb/( b
– 2), and Re ¼  eUe/( e – 2), where  a,  b, and e are
degrees-of-freedom parameters and Ua, Ub, and Ue are scale
matrices. For computational efficiency, the scale matrices
are further decomposed as Ua ¼ DaXaDa (for example),
where Da is a diagonal matrix and Xa is a correlation matrix
(Stan Development Team, 2017).
We used a half-Cauchy prior for the elements of Da, and
tested scale parameters 1, 5, and 25. We found that mixing
was poor (i.e., the chains did not converge) with scale ¼ 1,
and ultimately settled on scale ¼ 5. We used an LKJ prior
for Xa, tested parameters 0, 1, and 1.5 and found little sensitivity to this choice, ultimately settling on 1.5 (Stan
Development Team, 2017). Ub, and Ue are similarly parameterized. We used a Gamma prior with shape ¼ 2 and rate¼ 0.1 for  a,  b, and  e, truncated on the left at the value 2 to
prevent singularities in expressions like Ra ¼  aUa/( a – 2).
We simulated 500 parameter samples from each of two
Markov chains, after a warmup of 2500 samples, for a total
of 1000 samples for posterior inference. Trace-plots of
model parameters and convergence diagnostics implemented
in RSTAN suggested that mixing was adequate for inference.
Computing time was approximately 3.5 h using a MacBook
Pro with 2.7 GHz Intel Core.
E. Intraclass correlation coefficients

Intraclass correlation coefficients measure the relative
contribution of each level (within-female, between-female
and between-site) to the total variance. We calculated the
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) at level l for each feature from posterior samples of Ra, Rb, and Re as
ICCl ¼

Variance of feature at level l
:
Total variance of feature

As the variances along the main diagonals of Ra, Rb, and Re
can only be positive, ICC values necessarily range between
0 and 1. An ICC near 1 for a given level indicates that the
level is an important source of variation (Merlo et al., 2005).
F. Goodness of fit

We calculated a scaled, squared Mahalanobis distance
between each observation and its predicted value, to
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determine whether the model fit was adequate. For a given
observation y, the predicted value based on posterior sample
t is ^y t , and the distance is
1
dt2 ðyÞ ¼ ðy  ^y t Þ0 U1
y t Þ;
e;t ðy  ^
p
where p is the number of features and Ue,t is the scale
matrix, at the within-female level, for posterior sample t.
The values dt2 ðyÞ were averaged over posterior samples to
obtain a posterior mean distance, d2 ðyÞ; for each observation. These were compared, by use of a quantile-quantile
plot, to the F distribution having p and  e degrees of freedom, where  e is the posterior mean of  e (Roth, 2013).
G. Data availability

All data and R code necessary to reproduce our models
and figures are included as supplementary material1 and
posted on GitHub (Clink et al., 2017b).
H. Ethical note

All research complied with local and international laws
and regulations and the ethical principles of the Acoustical
Society of America were followed in regard to the use of
vertebrate animals in research.
III. RESULTS
A. Intraclass correlation coefficients

We report the results of the analysis of 884 great calls
from 75 females (median number of calls per individual: 11;
range: 1–43) recorded from seven sites across Sabah,
Malaysia. We show the posterior density estimates of ICCs
for three levels (within-female, between-female, and betweensite) for each feature in Fig. 4. Based on ICC values estimated
from posterior densities we found that for one feature, rest
duration, variation at the level of the call dominated other
sources of variation [ICC posterior mean ¼ 0.58; 95% posterior credibility interval ¼ (0.44, 0.66)]. Call-level variance
was also important for the note 1 maximum frequency [mean¼ 0.36; CI ¼ (0.27, 0.45)] and note 2 maximum frequency
[mean ¼ 0.36; CI ¼ (0.27, 0.45)], although female-level variation was even more important for these features (Fig. 4).
For all of the features except for rest duration and trill
rate, female-level variance dominated other sources of variation (Fig. 4). For one feature, trill rate, site-level variance
was the most important contributor to total variance [mean¼ 0.52; CI ¼ (0.18, 0.89)], but female-to-female variance
was also important [mean ¼ 0.44; CI ¼ (0.10, 0.75)]. The
site-specific intercept for trill rate is an element of as, one of
the additive sources of variance for ys,f,c. The intercepts
measure deviations of trill rates at each site from an overall
baseline trill rate. Posterior densities of the site-specific
intercepts for trill rate are shown in Fig. 4. The intercepts
were well separated, particularly for females recorded in the
Deramakot Forest Reserve and Lower Kinabatangan
Wildlife Sanctuary (Fig. 5), indicating that these females
have lower trill rates than females from the other sites.
Clink et al.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Posterior densities for the intraclass correlation coefficients for the three levels in our dataset
(within-female, between-female, and
between-site) for each feature of the
Bornean gibbon great call. Call-level
variance was the most important contributor to total variance for rest duration, and site-level variance was the
most important for trill rate. For six of
the eight features inter-individual
(between-female) variation was the
most important contributor to total variance. In each graph the y-axis refers
to “density” and is not shown. Only
the relative densities between classes
matter.

B. Correlation matrices

We found that features tended to be correlated at the
within-female level and at the between-female level (Fig. 6),
but that there was less correlation among features between
sites. Notably, at the within-female level, the maximum frequency of note 1 and note 2 were positively correlated, along
with note 1 and note 2 durations, and note 2 duration and
rest duration. At the between-female level, maximum frequency of note 1 and note 2 were positively correlated, along
with note 1 and note 2 durations, and intro duration and note
2 duration. In addition, there was a negative correlation
between note 1 duration and note 1 maximum frequency,
note 2 duration and note 2 maximum frequency, and intro
duration and trill rate. At the between-site level there was little correlation among features (Fig. 6).
C. Multivariate-t degrees of freedom

The posterior degrees of freedom were fairly small for
call [ICC posterior mean ¼ 4.8; 95% posterior credibility
interval ¼ (4.29, 5.58)], female [mean ¼ 17.12; CI ¼ (7.70,
37.95)] and site [mean ¼ 19.39; CI ¼ (2.70, 53.68)]. The

FIG. 5. (Color online) Posterior densities for site-specific intercepts for trill
rate in the Bornean gibbon female great call. The site-specific intercepts for
females recorded in the Deramakot Forest Reserve and Lower Kinabatangan
Wildlife Sanctuary (denoted as DK and KB, respectively, in the figure) were
separated from the rest, indicating that females at these sites had lower trill
rate than females at other sites. The y-axis refers to “density” and is not
shown.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 144 (2), August 2018

small degrees of freedom parameters reaffirm the need for
multivariate-t distributions for the three sources of variance,
as opposed to multivariate Gaussian distributions, the latter
of which would be suggested by large degrees of freedom
parameters.
D. Goodness of fit test

In order to see how well our model fit the data, we compared a Q-Q plot of posterior mean distances between observations and their predicted values, versus an appropriate F
distribution (Fig. 7). The agreement between the empirical
and theoretical quantiles is good for almost all observations,
indicating that the model in Eq. (1), with additive terms a, b,
and e having multivariate-t distributions, fits the observations well. The observation at the extreme right of the Q-Q
plot draws attention, but further confirms an adequate fit.
This observation lies below the 1:1 line and is therefore
closer than expected to its predicted value.
IV. DISCUSSION

Gibbon calls are generally thought to be genetically
determined, as seen in studies of both captive (Geissmann,
1984; Tenaza, 1985) and wild (Brockelman and Schilling,
1984) gibbon hybrids where offspring produce sex-specific
calls of a parental species which in some cases they have
never heard. We note, however, that high heritability in call
parameters does not preclude population- and individuallevel variation and refinement. Here, we investigated withinfemale, between-female and between-site variance of 884
great calls from 75 Bornean gibbon females. We showed
that inter-individual variation was the most important source
of variance for all features except the duration of rest in the
introduction and trill rate. For rest duration, within-female
variance was the most important source of variance, whereas
between-site variance was the most important source of variance for trill rate. We also found interesting patterns of correlation among features, particularly at the individual-level,
suggesting tradeoffs in the mechanical production of calls
(as described below).
Clink et al.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Correlation matrices for the eight features at each level of analysis: within-female, between-female, and between-site. Circle size indicates the magnitude of correlation, and different colors indicate whether the correlation is positive or negative.

A. Benefits of our analytical approach

Like most animal vocalization studies, our dataset exhibited a hierarchical structure with multiple calls recorded from
individuals at different sites. In addition, as we estimated more
than one feature for each call, our dataset was also multivariate. Our multivariate, variance components model has broadscale applicability for many bioacoustics applications related
to understanding patterns of geographic variation or individual
differences in animal vocalizations. A benefit of our approach
over other approaches is that it allowed us to estimate variances for each feature at each level of analysis, and also to characterize the uncertainty of these estimates. Previous studies on
geographic variation in primates have relied on discriminant
function analysis to distinguish between populations (Delgado,
2007; Mitani et al., 1999; Wich et al., 2008), but there are
important methodological concerns about using discriminant
function analysis for multi-level data, and thus accounts of
site- or population-level differences in vocalizations that are
based on these methods may be over-estimated (Mundry and

Sommer, 2007). Mundry and Sommer (2007) provide an alternative approach—the permuted discriminant function analysis—which can be used to classify non-independent calls to
various classes such as sites, sexes, or individuals. A major difference between the permuted discriminant function analysis
and our approach is that the permuted discriminant function
analysis is better suited for classification tasks, whereas our
approach is better suited for answering questions about how
call features vary across different levels of analysis. In addition, a major strength of our approach is that it allowed us to
investigate correlations among features at different levels.
Understanding how features are correlated can provide important insights into the evolution and co-evolution of call features
(Fedurek et al., 2017; Gustison et al., 2016; Podos et al.,
2004). In addition, our approach can be adapted to include
fewer or more levels of analysis and/or covariate predictors.
We provide the model and R code as online supporting material1 and encourage other researchers to adapt and expand our
method for their research objectives.
B. Justification of choice of features

FIG. 7. Posterior mean Mahalanobis distances, squared and scaled by the
number of features, versus F distribution quantiles. A Q-Q plot in which
points stay close to the central line suggests a well-fitting model.
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A requirement for most discriminative and modelling
approaches is that the same number of features must be
included for each call, which requires researchers to make
decisions about which features to use if calls are of variable
length or have varying numbers of notes. The choice of features is somewhat subjective, and will be determined in part
by the types of questions and the analysis (e.g., discrimination tasks or hypothesis testing) that is being done. If multivariate modelling is the goal, as it was here, practical
computing constraints will be decisive—possibly requiring
that a large number of available features be reduced to a
smaller, computationally tractable set. In a recent paper
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investigating variation in Bornean gibbon female calls from
a single site, Clink et al. (2017a) showed that the duration of
the introductory notes varied consistently among females.
This partially guided our decision to focus on these notes for
the present analysis. We focused on the first two introductory
notes, as we found during exploratory data analysis that features of the first introductory notes were highly correlated
with those of the later introductory notes. The inclusion of
both the first and second introductory notes allows for the
study and modelling of correlations across notes, whereas
the further inclusion of the third, fourth and later introductory notes would seem to increase the computational burden
while offering relatively little inferential returns.
We were also interested in understanding if there was
variation in the duration of rest between notes, as it was
shown in lar gibbons (H. lar) that this feature varied among
females of different ages (Terleph et al., 2016). Specifically,
Terleph et al. (2016) measured the duration of the notes
divided by the duration of the notes plus the inter-note intervals, providing a metric of note output relative to the breaks
between notes. A calculation similar to Terleph et al. (2016)
produced a variable that was highly collinear with other features of interest in our data, and therefore problematic for
multivariate modelling. We opted instead to measure “rest
duration” as the total duration of rest between the first five
introductory notes. We did not include rest duration between
trill notes as the notes often exhibited a high-degree of reverberation, along with very short inter-note intervals, and we
did not feel that our method of feature extraction would
allow us to effectively measure this feature. Last, we decided
to include trill rate as it has been shown that there are patterns of geographic variation in this feature across taxa
(Campbell et al., 2010; Derryberry, 2009; de la Torre and
Snowdon, 2009); furthermore, the acoustic adaptation
hypothesis suggests that the rate of note repetition may vary
across different habitat types (Morton, 1975; Wiley, 1991).
C. Individual-level variation

A previous study on agile gibbons from populations on
Sumatra and Borneo showed considerable within-individual
variability, particularly in the spectral parameters (Heller
et al., 2010), which is consistent with our finding of substantial intra-individual variation in note maximum frequency.
We collected recordings from unhabituated gibbons at variable recording distances, and recording distance can have an
effect on the frequency estimates (Kroodsma, 2017;
Zollinger et al., 2012). In addition, gibbons tended to move
during the course of a duet, and this change in recording distance over the course of a calling bout may have affected our
estimates. It is also possible that animals alter the spectral
properties of their calls in response to behavioral or motivational state (Morton, 1977). For example, chimpanzees alter
the temporal and spectral features of their calls depending on
whether they are in a neutral or aggressive social context
(Siebert and Parr, 2003), and also depending on their social
role (e.g., victim or aggressor) in a conflict (Slocombe and
Zuberb€
uhler, 2005), although it is unclear how or if the
behavioral states of gibbons change over the course of a
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 144 (2), August 2018

calling bout. Alternately, it could be that the observed variation in call frequency is essentially noise that the nervous
system is unable to control (Tumer and Brainard, 2007). We
also found that there was substantial intra-individual variation in the duration of rest during the introductory portion of
the great call. In lar gibbons, younger females were shown to
have longer note output relative to the duration of rest in
between notes (Terleph et al., 2016), and we predicted that
we would find substantial inter-individual variation in our
rest duration feature. There is no evidence that the duration
of rest increases over the course of a calling bout, and we do
not know why rest duration is so variable within individuals.
Previously, we found that there was substantial
between-female variation in the Bornean gibbon great calls
recorded from a single site in Sabah, Malaysia (Clink et al.,
2017a), and that the duration of notes was most effective for
discriminating between individuals. Here, we show that for
both temporal and spectral features of the calls, betweenfemale variation is the most important source of variance.
The substantial inter-individual variation, particularly from a
large dataset of 884 calls from 75 different females, suggests
that there has been selection for the gibbon female great call
to encode information regarding caller identity (Tibbetts and
Dale, 2007). It is also possible that some of the betweenfemale variation is related to differences in ages of individuals in our populations, as younger female lar gibbon calls
have been shown to have higher fundamental frequency
(Terleph et al., 2016).
In addition to age-related changes, it is also possible
that call features of an individual change over time in
response to hormonal condition (Barelli et al., 2013). As we
collected data on unhabituated animals, our dataset did not
allow for us to examine variation across time or calling bouts
for a particular animal. Our model can easily be adapted to
include another level of analysis, for example variance
between calling bouts, and future analyses using datasets
from known individuals recorded across time will be informative. In addition, since we were working with unhabituated groups with unknown territory sizes there was a
possibility of re-recording the same female and considering
her to be two separate females. This error of assignment
would seemingly reduce estimates of between-female variance. For most features in our dataset, between-female variance was the largest source of variance. It could thus be
argued that even this important variance component is a conservative lower bound for the true component.
We do not know whether gibbon individuals discriminate between other individuals on the basis of their calls. A
previous study investigating gibbon response to playback of
self, neighbor, and stranger calls did not show that gibbons
respond differently to the different playback treatments
(Mitani, 1985). Mitani (1985) noted that the lack of difference in behavioral response to the different treatments may
be related to the experimental design, or that there may not
be a selective advantage in responding differently to the various treatments. Further research examining whether gibbon
female calls confer information regarding individual identity
will be informative.
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D. Site-level variation in trill rate

In the present study on Bornean gibbons, we showed
that for one feature in our dataset, trill rate, site-level variance was the most important source of variance. Our results
are consistent with other studies of birds and mammals documenting geographic variation in trill rate. In white-crowned
sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys), trill rate was shown to
vary among populations, and variation was best explained
by bird bill size and vegetation density (Derryberry, 2009).
In a meta-analysis of 120 North American territorial oscine
birds, birds found in open habitats had songs with short repetition periods, whereas many (but not all) bird songs in forested habitats lacked this feature (Wiley, 1991). In
neotropical singing mice (Scotinomys spp.), the rate of note
repetition was found to vary within-populations and between
species (Campbell et al., 2010). The authors concluded that
population-level differences in vocalizations were largely
the result of neutral evolutionary processes, given the correlation between acoustic and genetic distance, but selection
was important in shaping differences between species. In
pygmy marmosets (C. pygmaea), there were also populationlevel differences in trills, and the authors proposed that these
differences may be related to differences in the environment,
specifically ambient noise levels, or the result of phenotypic
plasticity and/or genetic drift (de la Torre and Snowdon,
2009).
For our study, we recorded gibbons in montane, riverine
and lowland forests. Although the distinct forest types in
Sabah have not been definitively studied, we surmised that
their different environmental characteristics, such as ambient
temperature and humidity, differences in acoustic competitors or forest structure, could influence gibbon calls. We
found that two sites exhibited lower trill rates than the rest,
Deramakot Forest Reserve and Lower Kinabatangan
Wildlife Sanctuary, and these sites are isolated from the
other sites by the Kinabatangan river. In orangutans, there is
a high degree of genetic differentiation between populations
on either side of the river, and the river appears to be a geographic barrier to gene flow (Goossens et al., 2005). It seems
likely that the river serves as a barrier to gene flow for gibbons as well, and that differences we found in trill rates
between sites north and south of the Kinabatangan are due to
the geographic isolation of these separate populations.
However, it is possible that habitat differences north and
south of the river may also contribute to trill rate differences.
Further research that incorporates environmental variables as
well as genetic data will be informative in teasing apart the
relative importance of neutral and adaptive processes in
shaping the observed patterns of variation in trill rate.
E. Tradeoffs

Primate acoustic signals exhibit a broad range of variation, presumably shaped by a combination of evolutionary
forces, but are not infinitely plastic. There are both physiological and cognitive constraints on the limits of call production and innovation (Cheney and Seyfarth, 2005), and the
morphology and neurophysiology of both the sender and
receiver will limit the potential evolutionary outcomes of
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signal evolution (Wilkins et al., 2012). For example, body
size and beak shape are morphological traits that can limit
signal evolution in birds (Podos, 2001). There is also a correlation between song complexity and the volume of regions
of the brain that male songbirds use to learn and produce
songs (DeVoogd, 2004), and there are presumably physiological limits to the growth of these regions, which would in
turn limit song complexity. Quantifying tradeoffs in the production of acoustic signals can potentially provide information about the evolutionary mechanisms that shaped these
signals.
A major benefit of our approach over other types of
analyses is that it allowed for us to investigate correlations
among call features at different levels of analysis. We show
that correlations among features are most detectable at the
between-female level. This reinforces the notion that caller
identity can be captured by a suite of features that vary
together as an ensemble. Several negative correlations
among features at this level further suggest tradeoffs in the
production of gibbon great calls. For example, for a given
female, we showed that there was a negative correlation
between note duration and frequency, indicating that there
may be a trade-off between the length of the introductory
notes in her calls and the maximum frequency of the notes; a
female may either have longer notes or higher maximum frequency but perhaps not both. We previously showed a tradeoff between note bandwidth and rate of note repetition in
Bornean gibbon female trills (Clink et al., 2018), and this
tradeoff may be the result of physical limitations on the animals’ ability to rapidly modulate their vocal tracts while
maintaining tonal frequencies (Wilson et al., 2014). It seems
that this may also be the case with the duration of a note and
the maximum frequency of that particular note, as seen in
the Bornean gibbon female introductory notes, but the morphological or physiological reasons for this are yet to be
determined.
We also detected a negative correlation between the
duration of the introduction and the rate of the trill portion of
the call; a female may either have a long introduction or a
faster trill rate, but perhaps not both. Although the mechanisms which could impose such a tradeoff are not known, it
seems likely that rapid repetition of trill notes is physically
challenging for the caller, and it may be that longer introductory notes are also physically challenging to produce.
Physiological constraints of this kind could lead to the negative correlation we detected. We provide an investigation of
the correlation among features in Bornean gibbon female
calls as an example of what can be done with our approach,
and invite future researchers to adapt this approach to investigate tradeoffs in acoustic signals in the context of their own
research questions.
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